The role of trauma-related distractors on neural systems for working memory and emotion processing in posttraumatic stress disorder
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Abstract

The relevance of emotional stimuli to threat and survival confers a privileged role in their processing. In PTSD, the ability of trauma-related information to divert attention is especially pronounced. Information unrelated to the trauma may also be highly distracting when it shares perceptual features with trauma material. Our goal was to study how trauma-related environmental cues modulate working memory networks in PTSD. We examined neural activity in participants performing a visual working memory task while distracted by task-irrelevant trauma and non-trauma material. Recent post-9/11 veterans were divided into a PTSD group (n = 22) and a trauma-exposed control group (n = 20) based on the Davidson trauma scale. Using fMRI, we measured hemodynamic change in response to emotional (trauma-related) and neutral distraction presented during the active maintenance period of a delayed-response working memory task. The goal was to examine differences in functional networks associated with working memory (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and lateral parietal cortex) and emotion processing (amygdala, ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex, and fusiform gyrus). The PTSD group showed markedly different neural activity compared to the trauma-exposed control group in response to task-irrelevant visual distractors. Enhanced activity in ventral emotion processing regions was associated with trauma distractors in the PTSD group, whereas activity in brain regions associated with working memory and attention regions was disrupted by distractor stimuli independent of trauma content. Neural evidence for the impact of distraction on working memory is consistent with PTSD symptoms of hypervigilance and general distractibility during goal-directed cognitive processing.
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1. Introduction

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has occurred at high rates in veterans of the military conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, and has been associated with marked functional impairment and cognitive deficits (Hoge et al., 2004; Vasterling et al., 2006). Understanding the nature of these deficits in PTSD patients is important, as cognitive performance is critical to effective occupational function, requiring the ability to use information flexibly, make reasonable inferences, and undertake goal-directed behavior (D’Esposito et al., 2000; McFarlane, 1997). Several PTSD neuroimaging studies have examined emotion processing systems using symptom provocation paradigms to assess the response to trauma-related material (Liberzon and Martis, 2006), but these studies have largely ignored the significant cognitive processing deficits associated with PTSD (McNally, 2006). A few recent studies have examined neural bases of cognitive deficits in PTSD including working memory (Clark et al., 2003; Weber et al., 2005), attention (Bryant et al., 2005; Pannu Hayes et al., in press), and conflict-specific cognitive control (e.g. Stroop) (Shin et al., 2001). It has been hypothesized that the intrusive nature of trauma-related memories and goal-irrelevant environmental cues negatively impact cognitive processing in PTSD (McNally, 2006). However, the effects of trauma-related material on the neural correlates of cognitive processing have not received attention. In a
prior fMRI study of PTSD, we examined the independent effects of processing trauma-related material as well as basic cognitive processing (Morey et al., 2008) on associated neural systems. However, our study did not permit the assessment of the effect of trauma-related information on neural systems for cognitive processing.

The present study examines the neural impact of trauma distraction on neural systems for working memory in PTSD. Trauma-related information was presented as task-irrelevant distraction during the delay interval of a delayed-response working memory task. Using a very similar task in a non-clinical group, we previously showed that emotional distractors evoked strong activity in ventral structures associated with emotion processing (amygdala, ventrolateral PFC, fusiform gyrus), while disrupting delay interval activity in dorsal frontoparietal brain regions (dorsolateral PFC, lateral parietal cortex) associated with active maintenance of task-relevant information in working memory (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006). Furthermore, we established that this disruption of dorsal system activity in the presence of emotional distraction was associated with impaired working memory performance.

From the evidence summarized above, we propose three basic hypotheses concerning the response to trauma-related distractors, and their effect on cognitive processing in PTSD. First, we predicted that combat distractors presented during the working memory delay period would lead to impaired cognitive performance in the PTSD group. Second, we predicted that combat distractors would lead to increased activation of the ventral frontolimbic regions in the PTSD group. Third, we also predicted that task-irrelevant distractors would disrupt delay period activity in the frontoparietal network, and that combat distractors would lead to greater disruption of activity in these regions in the PTSD group.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 42 participants included a PTSD group (n = 22) and a trauma-exposed control group (n = 20) with comparable level of combat exposure as measured by the combat exposure scale [t(40) = 1.2, p = 0.2]. Subjects were recruited from a large registry of post-9/11 military service members and veterans and provided written informed consent to procedures approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Duke University and Durham VA Medical Center. Subjects completed a screening battery to assess comorbid neuropsychiatric disorders (see Table 1). The Davidson Trauma Scale (DTS) was administered immediately prior to fMRI scanning to assess PTSD symptomatology (Davidson et al., 1997). A cutoff score of 32 was used to divide the participants into a PTSD group with mean DTS (SD) = 74.4 (18.8), and control group with mean DTS = 10.2 (8.8). A cut score of 32 was shown to have high diagnostic efficiency (0.94) compared against a clinician-administered interview in a larger sample of post-9/11 veterans (McDonald et al., in press). Scores on DTS were bimodally distributed with 17 subjects in the range of 0–20 and 17 subjects in the range of 60–100. At the time of the study, nine participants, one in the control group and eight in the PTSD group, were taking antidepressants (see Table 4).

2.2. Stimuli and working memory task design

During the fMRI scan, subjects performed a version of the working memory task with distraction as used by Dolcos and McCarthy (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006). Each trial consisted of an encoding phase, a delay period with emotional (trauma-related) and non-emotional novel visual distractors, and a retrieval phase for an overall epoch duration of 29 s (see Fig. 1). The memorandum presented during the encoding phase consisted of three similar faces (female faces for 50% of trials) presented for 3.5 s, which subjects encoded into working memory and maintained for 11.5 s. The visual distractors consisted of (i) two combat scenes from Iraq or Afghanistan, or (ii) two non-combat scenes, or (iii) two digitally scrambled pictures (control condition), which were presented for 3 s each. The three distractor types were matched for luminance, presence of human figures/faces, and chromatic features. During the retrieval phase, a single-face probe was presented requiring a button response to indicate its presence (Old) or absence (New) in the three-face memorandum (50% probes were old and 50% were new). Subjects were instructed to attend to the memorandum, distractors, and respond with an Old or New judgment to the probes stimulus. Each probe was followed by a fixation cross for 12.5 s to allow the hemodynamic response to return to baseline. Subjects viewed 40 trials per stimulus type randomized across 10 runs, each lasting 6 min containing 180 image volumes. There were no repetitions in the memorandum, distractors, or probes.

2.3. Picture rating task

After scanning, subjects judged the emotional intensity and distractibility of stimuli using a four-point Likert scale (1 = low/4 = high). Individual indices of distractibility and emotional inten-
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Table 1

Demographic and clinical characteristics of subject sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Control n = 20</th>
<th>PTSD n = 22</th>
<th>Group comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), (SD)</td>
<td>37.6 (11.0)</td>
<td>30.8 (8.8)</td>
<td>t(40) = 2.2, p = 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, no. (%) of females</td>
<td>7 (35.0)</td>
<td>13 (39.1)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 0.29, p &gt; 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handedness, no. (%) right-handed</td>
<td>17 (85.0)</td>
<td>19 (66.4)</td>
<td>χ²(2) = 0.08, p &gt; 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity, no. (%) of caucasian subjects</td>
<td>8 (40.0)</td>
<td>12 (54.5)</td>
<td>χ²(2) = 2.1, p &lt; 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years), (SD)</td>
<td>13.9 (2.8)</td>
<td>13.3 (1.8)</td>
<td>t(40) = 0.8, p &gt; 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson trauma scale (SD)</td>
<td>10.2 (8.8)</td>
<td>74.4 (18.8)</td>
<td>t(40) = 13.9, p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat exposure scale (SD)</td>
<td>8.6 (11.0)</td>
<td>12.6 (10.3)</td>
<td>t(40) = 1.2, p &gt; 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor-Davidson resilience scale (SD)</td>
<td>83.4 (9.9)</td>
<td>66.7 (15.8)</td>
<td>t(40) = 4.1, p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck depression inventory (SD)</td>
<td>7.1 (6.1)</td>
<td>20.8 (9.0)</td>
<td>t(40) = 5.7, p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol use disorders identification test (SD)</td>
<td>2.6 (3.2)</td>
<td>6.1 (6.3)</td>
<td>t(40) = 2.6, p &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug abuse screening test, (SD)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.8)</td>
<td>2.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>t(40) = 2.9, p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant medication, no. (%) prescribeda</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>8 (36.4)</td>
<td>χ²(1) = 6.1, p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS of subjects taking medication, (SD)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>74 (16.8)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data values represent means except where indicated otherwise.

Antidepressant medications taken were either selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) or mirtazipine.
sity were calculated by averaging subject’s ratings separately for combat stimuli and non-combat stimuli.

2.4. Imaging protocol

Acquisition of MR images was conducted on a 4T General Electric SIGNA scanner. A series of 34 interleaved axial functional slices were acquired for full-brain coverage (TR/TE/flip = 2000/31/60; FOV = 240 mm; 3.75 × 3.75 × 3.8 mm voxels; interslice skip = 0) using an inverse-spiral pulse sequence to reduce susceptibility artifact. High-resolution three-dimensional spin-echo co-planar structural images were acquired in 68 axial slices (TR/TE/flip = 12.2/5.3/20, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1.9 mm, FOV = 240 mm, interslice skip = 0).

2.5. Analysis of functional MRI data

Functional data sets were analyzed using FSL version 3.3.5 (Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB), Oxford University, UK) (Smith et al., 2004). Paradigm timing files were converted to FSL compatible format and NIFTI image data files were generated. Preprocessing was applied to individual subjects’ data using the following steps (i) motion correction with Motion Correction FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT) (Jenkinson et al., 2002) to correct for motion within each experimental run using the middle volume of the run as reference, (ii) slice timing correction using sinc interpolation to shift each time-series by an appropriate fraction of a TR relative to the middle of the TR period based on an interleaved slice acquisition sequence (iii) brain extraction using the brain extraction tool (BET) to remove the skull prior to analysis (Smith, 2002), (iv) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 5 mm to reduce noise and improve sensitivity; (v) intensity normalization whereby the entire 4D data set was normalized by a single scaling factor or grand mean scaling so higher-level analyses remain valid; (vi) high-pass temporal filtering to remove low frequency artifacts (Jenkinson et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2004). Functional images of each subject were co-registered to structural images in native space, and structural images were normalized to structural standard images, defined by the MNI standard brain supplied in FSL (Avg152, T1 2 × 2 × 2 mm). The same transformation matrices used for structural-to-standard transformations were then used for functional-to-standard space transformations of co-registered functional images. All registrations were carried out using FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) for linear (affine with 12 degrees of freedom) registration based on a multi-start, multi-resolution global optimization method of intermodal registration (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001).

After preprocessing, subsequent data analyses used whole brain voxel-wise and region of interest (ROI) approaches similar approach to our earlier report in a non-clinical sample (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006). Custom software tools from Duke-UNC Brain Imaging and Analysis Center (Duke University, Durham NC) were used to compare brain activity associated with the contrasts of interest (e.g., combat vs. non-combat conditions). For individual subject analyses, the fMRI signal was selectively averaged in each subject as a function of trial type (i.e., combat, non-combat, and scrambled) and image volume (TR) within the trial epoch (two image volumes preceding epoch onset and 14 image volumes following epoch onset), and compared for the contrasts of interest using pair-wise t-statistics. Individual subject analyses produced whole brain average and activation t-maps for each condition, contrast of interest, and sub-epochs (encoding, maintenance, and retrieval). Data for sub-epochal contrast maps was extracted from the overall time course by averaging a grouping of image volumes representing maximal change relative to the pre-memorandum onset baseline: 6–8 s for encoding, 12–14 s for maintenance, and 22 s for retrieval. Thus, no assumption was made about the shape of the hemodynamic response function. Only trials for which subjects correctly identified the probe stimulus as Old or New relative to the memory set were included in the analyses.

2.6. Determination of functional regions of interest for between-groups analyses

Choice of regions for analysis was guided by a priori hypotheses and consistent with results from our previous study of a non-clinical sample (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006). We first examined activation effects for distractor type in a whole brain analysis of our entire sample of subjects, without regard to diagnosis. As expected; based on our previous findings in healthy normal subjects (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006), combat distractors produced markedly different patterns of activity in the ventral and dorsal neural systems during the working memory delay interval (see Fig. 2).
The ROIs were traced around the voxels showing the maximum effects in the contrasts of interest, as identified by the whole brain voxel-based analyses. Specifically, contrast activation maps between the most vs. least distracting conditions (i.e., combat > scrambled distractors) showed strong activation in ventral emotion processing regions, including the amygdala, vlPFC, and fusiform gyrus (see Table 2 from Supplementary material). On the other hand, activation maps for the opposite contrast (i.e., scrambled > combat distractors) showed strong deactivations (signal activity below the baseline level) in both dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) and lateral parietal cortex (LPC), thus indicating that combat distractors disrupted activity in the canonical working memory network during the delay period (see Table 3 from Supplementary material). Given our a priori hypotheses based on findings in non-clinical participants, we used an intensity threshold of $t > 3.0$ ($P < 0.002$) and an extent threshold of ten contiguous voxels to define the functional ROIs. Note that the contrasts described were used solely for the purpose of defining functional ROIs but not for testing of main hypotheses.

### 2.7. Between group ROI analyses

Activity in these functionally identified ROIs was subject to further analyses. The group analyses involved both voxel-based and ROI-based statistics (t-tests/ANOVAs/ANCOVAs and post hoc analyses performed with Fisher’s PLSD), using the individual activation t-maps and percent signal change data extracted from functional ROIs. Analyses were performed on changes in MR signal from a pre-stimulus baseline. Hypothesis testing was conducted with ANCOVA for each ROI using a 2 × 2 repeated measures design with group as a between measure (2 levels: PTSD, control) and distractor as repeated measure (2 levels: combat, non-combat). Given the rates of comorbid depression the analysis included covariates for depression scores (see Table 1) and dosage equivalents for antidepressant medication (see Table 4).

For the covariate analysis, severity of depression was assessed with the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1988). For antidepressant medication, covariate analysis used the following dosing equivalence formula: 20 mg citalopram = 50 mg sertraline = 5 mg escitalopram = 50 mg fluvoxamine = 20 mg paroxetine = 20 mg fluoxetine. The action of mirtazapine is heterogeneous with action at serotonergic (5-HT$_2$ and 5-HT$_3$), adrenergic (a$_1$), histaminergic (H$_1$), and muscarinic receptor sites. Therefore, two different approaches were used for analysis of subjects on mirtazapine. In the first approach assigned an equivalence of mirtazapine 15 mg = citalopram 20 mg. However, this approach was limited given the adrenergic and histaminergic actions of mirtazapine. In the second approach subjects taking mirtazapine were removed from the analysis (1 control, 4 PTSD). The results of the first approach are presented in the main results with nearly identical results from the second approach. A listing of subjects’ antidepressant medication and dosing is presented in Table 4.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Behavioral results

#### 3.1.1. PTSD effect on working memory performance

Partially consistent with our first hypothesis, analysis of detectability scores (d-prime = $Z$hit rate – $Z$false alarm rate), revealed lower scores in the PTSD group than control group: main effect of group $[F(1,40) = 5.5, P < 0.05]$ but did not show group × distractor effect $[F(1,40) = 1.17, P > 0.2]$ or a main effect for distractor $[F(1,40) = 0.20, P > 0.6]$ as seen in Fig. 3. Thus, the PTSD group...
showed poorer performance than the control group when the combat and non-combat distractors were presented during the working memory delay period.

3.1.2. PTSD effect on picture rating task

Repeated measures ANOVAs were performed on emotion intensity and distractibility ratings of the two distractor types (combat vs. non-combat), using the group (PTSD vs. control) as the between subjects factor. Overall, participants rated combat distractors as more intense than non-combat distractors, as shown by a significant main effect of condition: $[F(1,35) = 172.1, P < 0.0001]$. The PTSD group tended to have higher emotion intensity ratings than the control group, as shown by a trend level condition*group interaction: $[F(1,35) = 3.5, P < 0.07]$. Similar effects were found in the distractibility ratings. Overall, participants rated combat scenes as more distracting than non-combat scenes (significant main effect of condition: $[F(1,35) = 116.6, P < 0.0001]$, and the PTSD group tended to have higher distractibility rating than the control group (main effect of group: $[F(1,35) = 3.2, P < 0.08]$).

3.2. fMRI results

3.2.1. PTSD effects on ventral emotional regions

Confirming our second prediction, combat distractors were associated with increased delay interval activation in the ventral emotional structures in the PTSD group. An ANCOVA test for each ROI was conducted using a $2 \times 2$ repeated measures design with group as the between measure (2 levels; PTSD, control) and distractor as repeated measure (2 levels; combat, non-combat). Covariates in the ANCOVA were depression scores and dosage equivalent of antidepressant medication. A significant distractor*group interaction was found in the amygdala $[F(1,40) = 4.9, P < 0.05]$, fusiform gyrus $[F(1,40) = 9.5, P < 0.005]$, and ventrolateral PFC $[F(1,40) = 11.1, P < 0.001]$. Planned comparisons showed greater activation for the combat than non-combat distractors in the PTSD group but not in the control group for the amygdala.

![Fig. 3. Working memory performance measured by d-prime scores for control and PTSD groups for combat, non-combat, and scrambled distractor types.](image)

![Fig. 4. Comparison of mean percent signal change in ventral emotional regions corresponding to combat, non-combat, and scrambled distractors displayed during the active maintenance period of working memory in the PTSD (n = 22) and control (n = 20) groups. Activation in the was greater for combat than non-combat distractors in the PTSD group but not in the control group in the (a) amygdala (AMG), (b) ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC), and (c) the fusiform gyrus (FFG). (d) Mean percent signal change for the entire trial epoch by condition in the vlPFC for the control group and the PTSD group.](image)
([t(40) = 2.2, P < 0.05] vs. [t(40) = 0.21, P > 0.8]) the ventrolateral PFC ([t(40) = 2.3, P < 0.05] vs. [t(40) = 0.15, P > 0.8]), and the fusiform gyrus ([t(40) = 2.4, P < 0.05] vs. [t(40) = 0.76, P > 0.4]. Fig. 4 shows the maximal extent of percent signal change for the three ventral regions during the working memory delay interval, and for illustrative purposes, Fig. 4d, shows the hemodynamic response in the vlPFC for the overall task epoch.

3.2.2. PTSD effects on dorsal executive regions

The findings in the dorsal executive regions partially confirmed our third prediction showing dlPFC activation between groups was differentially affected by distractor type. Analysis using statistical modeling with ANCOVA as described above showed a significant distractor group interaction in the dorsolateral PFC \( F(1,40) = 5.1, P < 0.05 \) and a trend level interaction in the lateral parietal cortex (LPC) \( F(1,40) = 3.5, P = 0.07 \). Planned comparisons showed there was a trend of more deactivation (signal below baseline) for combat than non-combat distractors in the control group but not in the PTSD group ([t(40) = 1.3, P = 0.11] vs. [t(40) = 0.23, P > 0.8]). Pairwise comparisons in the lateral parietal cortex were non-significant. Thus dlPFC activity in the PTSD group was disrupted regardless of distractor type (combat, non-combat) whereas in the control group activation was differentially disrupted by combat distractors. The dorsal frontoparietal regions showed signal activity below the baseline during the working memory delay period. Fig. 5 shows the maximal extent of percent signal change for the two dorsal regions during the working memory delay interval, and for illustration purposes, Fig. 5c shows the hemodynamic response in the dlPFC for the overall task epoch.

4. Discussion

The present study examined neural activity in individuals with PTSD in response to trauma-related and trauma-neutral stimuli presented as task-irrelevant distractors during the delay period of a working memory task. To our knowledge, this is the first fMRI study of PTSD to examine the effects of distracting traumatic and neutral information on the neural basis of working memory. There were three main findings from this study. First, the PTSD group showed greater activation than the control group for combat relative to non-combat distractors in three ventral emotion processing regions, namely amygdala, ventrolateral PFC, and fusiform gyrus. Second, the PTSD group showed greater concomitant disruption of activation for salient task-irrelevant distractor scenes (combat, non-combat) in the dorsal lateral PFC whereas the control group showed disruption in the dlPFC that was specific to combat distractors. This suggests a more generalized dlPFC disruption in the PTSD group than in the control group which showed disruption specific to threat-specific distractors. Finally, these neural findings complemented the behavioral results, which showed lower working memory performance for task-irrelevant distractor scenes in the PTSD group compared to the control group.

Fig. 5. Comparison of mean percent signal change in dorsal executive regions corresponding to combat, non-combat, and scrambled distractors displayed during the active maintenance period of working memory in the PTSD (n = 22) and control (n = 20) groups. (a) Combat related distractors showed differential dlPFC deactivation in the control group but not in the PTSD group. (b) There was a trend level group by distractor type interaction effect in the lateral parietal cortex (LPC). (c) Mean percent signal change for the entire trial epoch by condition in the dlPFC for the control Group and the PTSD group.
4.1. Findings for ventral emotional regions

In ventral emotional regions (amygdala, vlPFC, FUSIFORM GYRUS), activation for combat distractors was greater than non-combat distractors in the PTSD group, but not in the control group. Several previous studies have reported greater amygdalar activation in symptom provocation studies (Hendler et al., 2003; Rauch et al., 2000; Shin et al., 2004, 2005; Williams et al., 2006), but studies of cognitive processing have generally failed to show amygdala activation (Bremner et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2003; Morey et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2001), thus bringing into question its purported effects on cognitive processes in PTSD (Bremner et al., 2004; Shin et al., 2001). Here, we found a clear effect of greater amygdalar activation for combat distractors relative to non-combat distractors in the PTSD group, but not in the control group. As expected, we also found a robust effect in the vlPFC, which is also consistent with previous reports of emotion processing in PTSD (Morey et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2001). Ventrolateral prefrontal regions serve working memory in maintenance of object information and simultaneous inhibition of distracting information (Dolcos et al., 2006; Ranganath and D’Esposito, 2005). Interestingly, although both groups rated the combat scenes as more emotionally intense, the trauma-exposed control group lacked the corresponding modulation in the neural response in the amygdala and vlPFC. However, this finding differs from our previous report of increased activity in the ventral affective regions to emotional IAPS’ (International Affective Picture System) distractors in a non-clinical sample (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006).

These results for the control group may be related to differences in the perceived emotional nature and intensity of the IAPS stimuli compared to the combat scenes used here. It is possible that the combat-related pictures were not as effective in triggering a response in the ventral affective regions for the present trauma-exposed control group as the IAPS pictures were for the non-clinical group from our previous study. Another source of discrepancy could be linked to gender-related differences (Lang et al., 1993) in the neural response to distracting emotional information, as in the present study less than half of the control group’s participants (~48%) were female, whereas all participants in our previous study were female. Yet another intriguing possibility, which should be the focus of future investigations, is that diminished response in the vlPFC in the control group may reflect enhanced resilience in maintaining focus on ongoing cognitive processing in the presence of emotional distraction. Interestingly, this latter interpretation is consistent with the difference in resilient behavior (i.e., as measured by the Connor–Davidson resilience scale – see Table 1). This idea points to the possibility that brain activation derived neural markers may be informative resilience metric, and that the present working memory paradigm may provide a way of identifying neural markers for cognitive and affective resilience in the context of trauma exposure.

Although both groups showed strong FUSIFORM GYRUS activation to both combat and non-combat distractors, there was greater activation in the PTSD group for combat distractors. This finding is consistent with the evidence that neural structures associated sensory processing may be responding to trauma-related information (Hendler et al., 2003). It is also consistent with the interpretation that activation in these regions may be potentiated by top–down attentional effects via frontal regions such as vlPFC that are known to provide feedback regarding the salience of emotional, motivational, or threat information to sensory association areas (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002).

4.2. Findings for dorsal working memory regions

In the putative working memory brain region, dlPFC, activity in the PTSD group was disrupted regardless of distractor type (combat, non-combat) where as in the control group activation was differentially disrupted by combat distractors. In the dlPFC, deactivation in the PTSD group was not differentially modulated by combat distractors. Interestingly, this neural finding corresponds with the behavioral performance data also showing that the PTSD group had poorer working memory performance for both combat and non-combat distractors. Our findings therefore, suggest that distractor information, regardless of its trauma relevance, is more disruptive to working memory related dlPFC activity in PTSD. These results converge with previous findings of heightened responsibility to both threatening and non-threatening stimuli in PTSD (Grillon and Morgan, 1999; Peri et al., 2000), and may be consistent with the clinically observed symptom of hypervigilance.

4.3. Strengths and limitations

Two major strengths of the present study improve upon previous efforts to identify functional neuroanatomy of PTSD. First, the experimental design directly assessed the interaction between neural systems for processing trauma-related information and for working memory. Second, we used a large homogeneous sample of young post-9/11 war veterans with recent trauma, recent onset of PTSD symptoms, and relatively low level of comorbid substance use. The present study would be enhanced by more reliably ascertaining PTSD with the CAPS, and comorbid psychiatric conditions with the SCID. However, a DTS score greater 32 is highly suggestive of PTSD based on our prior assessment of DTS efficiency and validity in a larger post-9/11 sample of veterans (McDonald et al., in press). Moreover, the generous sample size of 42 subjects is expected to mitigate this limitation as well as other sources of Type I error.

Another possible limitation was the use antidepressant medication in several subjects. Investigations on the effects of medications commonly used for anxiety and depression (SSRIs and benzodiazepines) have shown mixed results on fMRI activation in the amygdala and lateral prefrontal cortex (Fu et al., 2004; Harmer et al., 2006; Paulus et al., 2005; Rose et al., 2006). Finally, as expected, there was a high level of comorbid depressive symptoms. Two considerations are important in this regard, (i) there is a clear overlap between criteria for PTSD and depression, and (ii) symptoms of dysphoria are part of the phenomenon of PTSD not formally captured in the current DSM nosology (Simms et al., 2002). To mitigate the effects of these variables upon our results, we included both antidepressant medication level and depression scores as covariates in our analyses.

In summary, these results highlight that for individuals with PTSD, enhanced activity in ventral emotion processing regions is associated with trauma distractors, whereas activity in brain...
regions associated with working memory and attention regions is disrupted by distractor stimuli independent of trauma content. Neural evidence for the impact of distraction on working memory is consistent with PTSD symptoms of hypervigilance and general distractibility during goal-directed cognitive processing. These findings call attention to the need for careful investigation of the neural basis of interaction effects of re-experiencing symptoms on goal-directed cognitive processing in future PTSD research.
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